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0.8in.People go to the hospital. People die. Warrior Patient tries to put as much distance as possible
between those two sentences. The United States has the best doctors and the greatest medical
system the world has ever known. Thats the truth. Every year 100, 000 patients die and nine million
suffer injury because of medical mistakes. Thats also the truth. In this extraordinary age of medical
miracles, patients continue to sink into the quicksand of going to the hospital. We all know or have
heard about someone who checked in for normal surgery which led to their death. A funny medical
research joke shows a doctor in a laboratory surrounded by white lab rats. His wide eyes and smile
suggest he is having a brilliant eureka moment. We dont need better medicine, the doctor
announces to his colleagues, we need stronger lab rats. Like it or not, in our medical system, we are
the lab rats. How else can you explain 60, 000 deaths and nine million injuries due to medical
mistakes every year As you read Warrior Patient you join the nine million. You become part...
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Reviews
A high quality book as well as the font applied was fascinating to see. It generally fails to charge excessive. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
enjoyment of studying a composed book.
-- B r a nt Da ch
Extensive manual! Its this type of great read through. Sure, it is actually engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been written in an
exceedingly simple way and it is simply right after i finished reading this pdf through which basically altered me, affect the way i believe.
-- Mr s. Mer tie Cummer a ta
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